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Subluminous phase velocity of a focused laser beam and vacuum laser acceleration
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It has been found that for a focused laser beam propagating in free space, there exists, surrounding the laser
beam axis, a subluminous wave phase velocity region. Relativistic electrons injected into this region can be
trapped in the acceleration phase and remain in phase with the laser field for sufficiently long times, thereby
receiving considerable energy from the field. Optics placed near the laser focus are not necessary, thus allowing
high intensities and large energy gains. Important features of this process are examined via test particle
simulations. The resulting energy gains are in agreement with theoretical estimates based on acceleration by the
axial laser field.
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For more than a decade there has been much intere
studying the interactions of ultraintense lasers with ma
@1#. Laser acceleration of charged particles has been on
these frontier research subjects@2–5#. Concerning laser ac
celeration in vacuum, there were many discussions and a
ments lasting decades@6–13#, and the crucial issue in thos
discussions is related to wave phase velocity. For exam
the so-called Lawson-Woodward theorem@6,7# states that a
relativistic electron interacting with a focused laser beam
vacuum cannot gain energy provided that~i! the electron
trajectory is a straight line with a speedve approximately
equal to the speed of light in vacuum,ve'c, which is un-
perturbed by the laser field, and~ii ! the interaction region is
infinite in extent. The essential physics underlying this th
rem is that the phase velocity of the laser field near the fo
region is greater thanc. Thus, it was argued that the inev
table phase slippage would lead the relativistic electron
experience alternatively acceleration and deceleration p
regions as it traverses the laser field, which would resul
the cancellation of the energy gain for an unlimited inter
tion length. More recently it was shown, via experiment@8#
and simulation@9–11#, that a focused laser pulse interactin
with low-energy electrons~at rest or nearly at rest, an
thereby not subject to the Lawson-Woodward theorem! could
be ponderomotively scattered and receive a net energy
by interacting with the nonlinear ponderomotive laser for
Simulations of ponderomotive scattering indicate, howev
that the energy gain is intrinsically limited to relatively lo
values, i.e., less than 10 MeV for presently obtainable la
intensities@9–11#.

In this paper we will show that the Lawson-Woodwa
theorem can be circumvented at high intensities that can
delivered by present laser systems. For a focused laser b
propagating in vacuum, there exists a region characterize
subluminous wave phase velocity. Based on this feature
are able to extend the proposed vacuum laser acceler
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scheme, the capture and acceleration scenario~CAS!, from
the previously studied regime of ultrahigh intensities (a0
*100) and broad laser beams (kw0*170) @12,13# to a new
regime, in which significant energy gains (.100 MeV)
can result for presently achievable powers (*100 TW)
and intensities (a0.8); where a05eE0 /(mvc)58.5
310210lI 1/2 with l the laser wavelength in micrometers,I
is the intensity in W/cm2, E0 is the electric field amplitude
of the laser beam at focus,v5ck52pc/l is the laser fre-
quency, andw0 is the beam width at focus. Furthermore,
the CAS regime, the acceleration primarily takes place in
subluminous phase velocity region, and the energy gai
found to scale linearly in the laser field and is in agreem
with theoretical estimates of acceleration by the axial la
field. Simulations indicate that the electron trajectory is s
nificantly perturbed by the laser field as it enters the h
intensity channel, which in effect limits the interaction r
gion, thereby circumventing the Lawson-Woodward the
rem. Hence, large energy gains are obtained without limit
the interaction distance by the use of additional optics~as
required in Ref.@14#!. This allows operation at ultrahigh la
ser intensities and high-energy gains without the restrict
of damaging nearby optics.

For a laser beam of Hermite-Gaussian~0, 0! mode polar-
ized in thex direction and propagated along thez axis, the
transverse electric field component is@15#

Ex~x,y,z,t !5E0

w0

w~z!
expF2

r 2

w~z!2
2 i ~w1w0!G , ~1!

where w(z)5w0(11a2)1/2 is the beam width,a5z/ZR ,
ZR5kw0

2/2 is the Rayleigh length,r 25x21y2, w0 is the
initial phase, and with phase

w5kz2vt2tan21a1
kr2

2z~111/a2!
. ~2!

The effective phase velocity of the wave along a parti
trajectory, (vw)J , is given by
:
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]w/]t1~vw!J•~,w!J50, ~3!

where (,w)J is the gradient of the phase field along t
trajectory. In particular, the effective phase velocity along
trajectory parallel to thez axis isvwz5ck/(]w/]z), and the
minimum phase velocity isvwm5ck/u“wu, which occurs at
the angle um ~relative to the z axis! given by tanum

5u]w/]r u/u]w/]zu, where ]w/]z5k2(12 f w)ZR
21(1

1a2)21, ]w/]r 5kraZR
21(11a2)21, f w5r 2(1

2a2)w0
22(11a2)21. From these equations, it is straightfo

ward to find the subluminous phase velocity regions. T
condition vwz,c requires f w.1, which can only occur in
the regionz,ZR . Moreover, atz50, f w.1 occurs only for
r .w0. As for the minimum phase velocity, the conditio
vwm,c requires approximatelyr .w(z), which extends to a
region much larger than that forvwz,c. In the subluminous
phase velocity region, the magnitude of the minimum ph
velocity is of the ordervwm;c@121/(kw0)2#, and um
;1/(kw0). The distribution ofvwm on the planey50 is
shown in Fig. 1.

Notice that the effective phase velocity along thez axis is
superluminous, i.e., (vwz) r 505c/„121/@kZR(11a2)#….
This indicates that the near-axis region of the beam is
suitable for accelerating charged particles. This is beca
the phase velocity in this region is the highest, which lead
fast phase slippage. Also, in the near-axis region the long
dinal component of the accelerating electric field is ve
small.

For accelerating particles, in addition to the sublumino
phase velocity of the field, the acceleration field streng
i.e., the amplitude of the longitudinal electric field is also
important factor. We hereby introduce a quantityQ that com-
bines these two factors to represent the ability of the la
field to accelerate charged particles. We call it accelera
quality factor, which is defined by

Q5Q0~12vwm /c! @x/w~z!#exp@2~x21y2!/w~z!2#,
~4!

for vwm<c andQ50 for vwm.c. HereQ0 is a normaliza-
tion constant chosen to makeQ in the order of unity. In Eq.
~4!, (12vwm /c) represents the contribution from the pha
velocity, and the remaining factor is proportional to the a
plitude of the longitudinal electric field. Also, we simpl
assume that forvwm.c, Q[0 because in that case no pa

FIG. 1. The distribution of the minimum phase velocityvwm in
the y50 plane of a focused laser beam withkw0560. The value
vwm is given in units ofc, b5x/w0, anda5z/ZR .
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ticle can remain trapped in~i.e., synchronous with! the ac-
celerating phase region of the laser field.

The distribution of the acceleration quality factorQ on the
planey50 for a focused laser beam withkw0560 is given
in Fig. 2. It is apparent, judging from Fig. 2, that there is
acceleration channel in the field of the focused laser be
propagating in vacuum, which shows similar characteris
to that of a waveguide tube of conventional accelerators
subluminous phase velocity in conjunction with a strong lo
gitudinal electric field component. Consequently, if one c
inject fast electrons into this channel, then these electr
can remain synchronous with the accelerating phase for
ficiently long times such that they receive considerable
ergy from the field.

To study the detailed dynamics of electrons in this la
acceleration channel, three-dimensional test particle sim
tions are utilized which solve the relativistic Newton-Loren
equations of motion,dP/dt52e(E1v3B), wherev is the
electron velocity in units ofc, P5gv is the electron momen
tum in units ofmc, andg5(12v2)21/2 is the Lorentz factor.
To describe the laser field, in addition toEx given by Eq.~1!,
the other electric and magnetic components are obtaine
solving analytically~to leading order in 1/kZR) Maxwell’s
equations in vacuum@15#, Ez.( i /k)(]Ex /]x) and B
.2( i /v)“3E.

Results of these simulations indicate that there exist
regime in which relativistic electrons can be injected into t
acceleration channel of a very intense laser beam and rec
substantial energy gains. We call this the CAS@12,13#. The
basic conditions for CAS to occur have been found as
lows. ~i! The laser intensity should be very strong (a0*5).
~ii ! The electron injection energy should be in the ran
5–15 MeV, depending on the beam width.~iii ! The electron
incident crossing angle~relative to the beam direction!
should be small~typically tanu;0.1). Figure 3 shows typi-
cal CAS trajectories at different laser intensity. These C
trajectories have in common the following interesting d
namic characteristics.

~a! The CAS electrons are trapped in and move along
acceleration channel, which are different from the ponde
motively scattered~PS! electrons, The later are quickly ex
pelled from the intense field region@Fig. 3~a!#.

FIG. 2. The acceleration quality factor@Eq. ~4!# for a focused
laser beam ofkw0560 in the plane ofy50. Again,b5x/w0 and
a5z/ZR .
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~b! The effective wave phase velocity along the CAS el
tron trajectories is less thanc in the region near the beam
waist @can even be less than the particle velocity, see F
3~e!#.

~c! The CAS electrons are in phase synchronous with
laser field over a significant distance@Fig. 3~d!#, which re-
sults in substantial net energy gains from the laser field@Fig.

FIG. 3. Typical CAS dynamic trajectories at different laser
tensities.~a! CAS dynamic trajectories in thex-z coordinate space
for a05100 ~solid line!, 60 ~dashed line!, and 30~fine-dotted line!.
The other parameters used arekw0560, Pxi51.2, Pyi50, Pzi

512.0. The dash-dotted line shows the beam widthw(z). As a
contrast, three typical ponderomotively scattered~PS! electron tra-
jectories corresponding to the same parameters as that of the C
are also presented.~b! Same parameters as in~a! but for g vs z
coordinate.~c! Same parameters as in~a! but for the longitudinal
force experienced by the electrons vsz coordinate.~d! Same param-
eters as in~a! but for the phase experienced by the CAS electrons
z coordinate.~e! Same parameters as in~a! but for the electron
velocity ~solid line! and the phase velocity of the laser wave alo
the electron dynamic trajectory~dotted line! vs z coordinate ata0

530.
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3~b!#. The acceleration occurs primarily in the focus regi
with effective interaction lengths on the order of the Ra
leigh range@Fig. 3~c!# and acceleration gradients on the ord
of a few GeV/cm@Fig. 3~b!#.

Figure 4 shows the variation ofg f m as a function of the
laser intensitya0. Here,g f is the final value ofg after the
interaction, andg f m denotes the maximum value ofg f as the
initial laser phasew0 is varied over the range 0 –2p. Various
values ofw0 correspond to electrons impinging on the las
beam at different delay times. We note that the dynamic
jectories in Fig. 4 can generally be divided into two group
CAS for a0*8, and PS electrons fora0&3. The CAS elec-
trons are greatly accelerated by the laser field, and the
energy gain scales approximately asg f m}a0

n with n;1.
This feature is consistent with the mechanism underly
CAS, namely, the acceleration occurs primarily in the acc
eration channel. In contrast to that, the PS electrons h
only small amount of net energy exchange with the la
field @12,13#.

The above simulation results are in approximate agr
ment with the following simple theory of laser acceleratio
The energy gain is given byW52e*dt(v•E). Assuming a
small electron trajectory angle, i.e., small compared to
diffraction angle@see, e.g., Fig. 3~a!#, and the energy gain is
primarily due to the axial electric fieldEz.(2ix/kw2)(1
1 iz/ZR)Ex ~this is also confirmed by the simulation!, then it
yields

W52mc2a0kw0E dz

ZR

xw0
2

w3 S i 2
z

ZR
DexpS 2

r 2

w2
2 iw D .

~5!

S’s

s

FIG. 4. The maximum final energyg f m as a function of the lase
intensity a0 . g f m denotes the maximum value ofg f as the initial
laser phasew0 is varied over the range 0 –2p. The other parameters
used are the same as in Fig. 3.
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The magnitude of the energy gain can be estimated by
suming that the effective acceleration length is a Rayle
length and by approximatingw and w as constants. This
gives W@MeV#.0.51a0kw0x exp(2r2/w0

2). Assuming x.r
.w0 gives W@MeV#.0.19a0kw058.1(P@TW#)1/2, where
P50.54(a0kw0)2 GW is the laser power. For the paramete
of Fig. 4 (kw0560), W.110 MeV ~1.1 GeV! for a0510
~100!, in approximate agreement with those from the sim
lation W.100 MeV ~1.5 GeV!. A more accurate calculation
of the energy gain can be obtained by performing the in
gration in Eq.~5! numerically using the exact orbits, includ
ing effects due to the difference between the electron
phase velocities.

In the case of injecting an electron bunch, the output
the acceleration mechanism is a high-energy electron ma
pulse, which consists of many micropulses. The micropu
duration corresponds to the periodicity of the laser field. T
energy spread of the electrons is large, since the electron
injected over all phases within a single laser period, th
some electrons are accelerated and others ponderomot
scattered, depending on the phase when the electron
pinges on the laser field.

The following two examples show the output beam pro
erties in quantitative detail. An electron bunch was synch
nously injected to interact with a laser pulse withkw0560,
duration vt5300, and intensitya0510 ~30!. Initially, the
bunch had momentapxi50.95, pyi50, pzi59.5 @crossing
angle relative to the laser beamq5tan21(0.1)], geometric
transverse emittance 0.1p mm mrad, impact parameterb
50, and the same sizes~radius and duration! as that of the
laser pulse. After the interaction, the maximum energy of
output electron beam was 114 MeV~490 MeV!, and 9.3%
(26.3%) of the injected electrons had energies above
R
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s
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MeV ~300 MeV!. Furthermore, there is an energy-angle c
relation that can allow for energy selection using a collim
tor. For electrons in the energy range 92 MeV615%
(400 MeV615%), which contained 45% (56%) of the a
celerated electrons and emerged with anglesu52°60.21°
(1.09°60.17°), the emittances (p mm mrad! in the x andy
directions were 0.058~0.054! and 0.83~0.60!, respectively.
Details on these simulations will be the subject of a futu
publication.

In summary, we report a regime of laser acceleration
vacuum in which the energy gain is found to increase
proximately linearly ina0, and in which substantial energ
gains (.100 MeV) can be obtained for present day las
(*100 TW). Finite energy gains are possible because~i! the
electron orbit is significantly perturbed by the laser as it e
ters the high intensity region, and~ii ! there exists a sublumi
nous phase velocity region in which the electrons can
come captured and accelerated. The resulting energy g
are in agreement with theoretical estimates based on ac
eration in the axial laser field. Furthermore, optical comp
nents are not needed near the laser focus, which greatly
plifies the experimental interaction geometry and remo
constraints due to laser damage, thus allowing ultrahigh
tensities and large energy gains.
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